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GitHub Repositories to Crush any Programming Interview ■

Take advantage of these amazing GitHub repositories to land your dream job.

A Thread ■■

1. https://t.co/dNTmL9nLkD

Coding Interview University is a complete computer science study plan to become a software engineer.
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2. https://t.co/eh64u3MndC

Tech Interview Handbook has curated interview preparation materials for busy engineers.
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3. https://t.co/u60cXhUQO2

This repo contains a huge list of 1000 JavaScript Interview Questions.
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4. https://t.co/mmgCIz1huT

JavaScript Algorithms has JavaScript based examples of many popular algorithms and data structures explained.
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5. https://t.co/A5IF5rHPxJ 
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How Web Works helps to learn What happens behind the scenes when we type a URL in a browser. 
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6. https://t.co/YYOgzmjobh

This repo contains everything you need to prepare for your technical interview.
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7. https://t.co/EDj0zC37vq

System Design Primer helps to learn how to design large-scale systems. Prep for the system design interview.
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8. https://t.co/D3YlFUlvjm

This repo contains everything you need to learn on security engineering.
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9. https://t.co/18hIRF5U69

This repo has 123 essential JavaScript Questions to prepare for interview.
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10. https://t.co/jch9E16ffc

JavaScript Question is a long list of advanced JavaScript questions, and their explanations.
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Thank you for reading!

Hey, I'm Savio ■

I write daily threads on web development and developer resources.

If you found this Thread useful:

- Follow me (@saviomartin7) ■

- Retweet it

- Turn on the notifications

Thank you for the support friends! ■
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